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Knowledge and Collaboration Platform Features 

• People and Knowledge 
– Knowledge Map - clickable map based on expert mental models 

• The map is the primary search tool, integrating all metadata and content 

• Quickly find knowledge and people with relevant skills 

– Member profiles (with expertise) 

• Automatically update your network skills in your Office 365 Delve profile 

• Content 

– Knowledge Types:  Q&A, Expertise/Best Practices, Lessons Learned, Meetings 

• Business and Activity Metrics  

– Multiple metrics (e.g., cost savings, time savings, revenue, quality improvement) for all content  

– Real-time activity metrics for content viewed and contributions 

• Peer Recognition (including individual feedback or likes/star ratings) 

• Collaboration 

– Use custom Q&A feature or embed  Yammer 

– Project Workspace 

• Other 

– Mobile capable, works with most SharePoint versions (including Online} 

– End-user configurable, no IT required 
 



Next Generation Knowledge Network Site 
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Search: Clickable Knowledge Map 
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The Knowledge Map is the network’s 
primary search tool. Any image can be 
used as the source (e.g., process or 
network diagram). This map was created 
from an expert interview, where key 
concepts are organized into an influence 
diagram. This is a valuable way  to help 
new practitioners understand how an 
expert thinks and to quickly target focus 
areas for solving problems or improving 
a process.  

Click to search 
for “Economics” 

The map shows ALL the site’s 
metadata using a single page rather 
than the typical nested folders that are 
much harder to visualize or navigate. 
The bold objects are “Main 
Categories”, the others are “Sub 
Categories”. Content can be tagged 
with multiple values (see slides 8-9). 
No worries on which folder to file it. 



Knowledge Map Search Results: Process Economics 
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Click to view 
expertise item 

The map’s Search Results page shows all content tagged with “Economics”. It is 
sorted by Main Category and Sub Category. The ListType column shows that all 
types of content (Expertise list, Meetings, Questions, Documents, Lessons Learned 
AND Members) are included in the search. 



Process Expertise Example 
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This is a typical Expertise list item. It 
presents a troubleshooting process useful 
to network practitioners, including text, 
graphics and attachments. One advantage 
of this format is that all relevant material 
is presented in one place with the 
explanation of how to use them. Finding 
all three attachments might be challenging 
if you need them quickly. The presentation 
is similar to a Wiki page. 



Share Knowledge 
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Links to the normal SharePoint lists and libraries are available on the Add New Expertise 
page as are links for adding knowledge. Since the Knowledge map is much more effective in 
finding relevant content than navigating multiple lists, the links were moved here to reduce 
clutter on the Quick Launch. 



Expertise List Form 
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This is the basic structure of all lists.  The Details field supports 
rich text including graphics and web links The Main_Category, 
Sub_Category and Search_Terms lookup columns contain all of 
the network’s metadata. Main and Sub categories correspond to 
the map layout. Search_Terms contains the complete list to make 
tagging quick and flexible. Two Metric fields have been provided 
for the network: cost savings and time savings. You can set these 
up for any metrics relevant to your network’s activities. You can 
also attach one or more documents. 



Cascading Menus – Knowledge Metadata 
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Most people dislike having to scroll through long 
lists of choices to categorize their content. The 
only required value is the Main_Category. But for 
effective search, it is important to use all 
appropriate tags. Cascading menus makes this as 
simple as possible. The Main_Category list 
contains only the top-level terms on the map. 
Once a choice is selected, the Sub_Category menu 
only shows the relevant choices. Almost no 
scrolling is needed. A knowledge contribution can 
cover multiple topics. So the Search_Terms field 
gives you all possible metadata to use as needed. 
This eliminates the need to find the right folder to 
place it and makes sure your colleagues will find 
the knowledge they need quickly. Once submitted, 
the content is immediately available on the map. 
 

Metrics have also been implemented as lookup 
lists with a typical range of values defined by the 
network rather than open-ended numeric input. It 
is usually easier to pick an approximate value than 
to determine an exact value. 

Cascading Menus 



Question and Answers 
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Q&A is probably the most used and useful 
knowledge transfer process. SharePoint’s 
discussion board has not been very popular. 
Many groups prefer social media tools like 
Yammer. If you are currently using that system, 
you can integrate it (see slide 11). But these 
other social tools don’t easily incorporate 
features like metrics. This system provides next-
generation Q&A capability.  
 

The Question form is similar to the Expertise 
form. Metrics are included as well as a Solution 
field to allow the author to “Close the Loop” by 
documenting what was actually done to solve 
the problem. The other answers might be of 
value for other situations, so they are 
preserved.  
 

While viewing the question, you can see any 
answers already contributed or click a link to 
add your experience. 



Yammer – Q&A Alternative 
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SharePoint allows you to embed a Yammer network in your 
site. Normally the content isn’t connected to the host 
SharePoint site. Microsoft’s Flow application can notify the 
network manager when a Yammer conversation has 
“solved” a problem. The expert or manager can then 
incorporate the conversation’s link in the network site’s 
Question form where metrics can be applied and the 
Yammer content can be included in the map’s search results. 



Lesson Learned Form 
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The Lessons Learned form has all of the 
features of the Expertise form with several 
additional content fields that have proven 
useful to capture and replicate this knowledge. 



Member Profile – Skills Update Delve Profile 
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When facing a problem, it is often faster to 
talk to an Expert than to search for helpful 
information. Each network member can 
select from the Search_Terms field to identify 
one or more areas of expertise. As shown on 
the Search Results page (slide 5), Members 
with relevant knowledge are presented as 
well as content. You have quick access to 
someone who can answer questions or point 
you to relevant people or documentation.  
 

Sometimes you have a problem and may not 
be aware of resources like the network’s site. 
As part of Office 365, Microsoft has provided 
Delve, a tool that creates a profile of your 
work and skills. This network tool 
automatically uploads your skills to your 
Delve profile. This enables people to find your 
expertise in a much more effective manner. 



Metrics  and Activity Summary 
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Metrics are a criticalfeature of this 
site. The next four slides show 
example views of Business Value and 
Member Activity by Category and by 
Person. There are also views by 
Department and Year. All of the 
activity metrics are captured in real-
time even on SharePoint online. 



Business Metrics – By Category 
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Business Metrics – By Person 
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Metrics – Real-time View Statistics 
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View statistics are tracked for all items and reported 
as Total Views as well as Unique Viewers. These 
statistics are captured in a standard SharePoint list, 
Other views (e.g., by Department, Year) can be added. 



Contributions By Member or Department 
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Another source of recognition comes from 
awareness of contributions to the network. 
These views provide two perspectives. They 
can also be helpful in tracking problem 
areas that are generating a lot of activity. 



Network News - Homepage 
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One way to boost engagement is to give members a sense of what is 
happening in their network. The Network News page provides updates on 
the latest contributions, upcoming network meetings and relevant news 
items. There are also callouts for New Member profiles and Metrics 
updates. One of the most powerful motivators for collaboration is Peer 
Recognition. Examples of recent posts are also featured. 
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More Information 

If you want to learn more about this toolkit, please send an email to: 
 

Jeff@StemkeConsulting.com 


